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A. SumvnssmN ·ro THE 

MINISTERIAL TASK FORCE INVESTlGATLNG FUTURE OPTIONS 
FOR CATTLE GRAZING IN THE ALPINE PARK 

Prom RW. Condon, O.A.JVt, 
Fo1111erly Special Soil Cons~~rv1:1tKm 
m of catchment area research 
and alpine with the 
SOIL CONSERVA TION SERVICE OF N.S.W. 

This submission deals primarily with the ofthe Terms of 
..,..,.,",„"''"'"" -- the cu:rrcnt and i:wtential benefits and impacts of 

cattfo grazing in the Alpine Natfonnl Park It can be ext)ected 
that members and organisations the conservation movement 

be maldng submissions about adverse impacts of cattle 
grazing in the Alpine National Park. This part of the submission 
looks at some of the claims usually by members and 
organísations within the conservationist movernent -- as adverse 
impacts cattle grazing -- and puts some altemative views based 
on the author's observations respect of grazing and 
effects alpine and subalpine areas -- as beneficial impacts 
cattle grazing 

The submission will al so make some comment on one of the 
irnplications listed in the of the Terms of Reforenc:e, 
viz", implications for tbe cost of management services for the 
Alpine National Park and also comment on the third ofthe 
Terms ofReference -- possible options fo:r the future of cattle 
grazing in the Alpine National Park 

Because of the manner in which these latter two items have been 
dealt with in this submission, it is more appropriate to deal 
the latter item as the second section of this submission and the 
fonner as the third section. 
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The author's qualifications 

The author was formerly a senior officer ofthe Soil Conservation Service ofN.S.W. In the mid
and late 1960s, bis duties included oversight of the Service's alpine area investigations, 
including the reclamation work: on the Main Range on Carruthers Peak and Mount Twynam and 
other severely eroded areas in the Summit Area of the NSW Snowy Mountains. He was also a 
member of the Kosciusko State Park Trust at the time the administration of the Park was taken 
over by the National Parks and Wildlife Service ofNSW.; a member of the Hume-Snowy 
Bushfire Prevention Management Scheme; and co-chairman of the Quarterly Soil Conservation 
Conference whose responsibility it was to ensure that the engineering works constructed by the 
Snowy Mountans Hydro-Electric Authority were satisfactorily stabilised against erosion. 

As well as having a close familiarity with the Main Range area, bis duties took bim into many 
remote parts of the Snowy Mountains area, including the montane forest areas - by four-wheel
drive vebicle, on foot, on horseback and in the air. His early training as a plant ecologist and 
experience in soils, vegetation and erosion surveys in western New South Wales enabled bim to 
develop a good understanding of the ecology of the alpine and sub-alpine regions in NSW. 

His oversight of research and works programs was interrupted in 1968 by bis transfer to the 
Western Lands Commission ofNSW, retiring as Commissioner. in 1984. He has since had 
reason to re-visit areas within the Kosciusko National Park and adjoining sub-alpine freehold 
and leasehold grazing areas, and parts of the Bogong High Plains on behalf of the Mountain 
Cattlemen's Association of Victoria several times in the late l 980s. This was to review the 
effects on the environment in the Kosciusko National Park after 30 years of freedom from 
grazing and to familiarise himself with the Bogong High Plains and other Victorian bigh 
country wbich he had visited earlier in an exchange of visits with officers of the Victorian Soil 
Conservation Authority. 

In bis work with the Western Lands Commission the author also worked in close association 
with the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service in furthering the establishment of many 
national parks in the Western Division ofNSW. He was also a member of the Kangaroo 
Management Review Committee for NSW advising the minister on policy issues in respect of 
kangaroo management 

He was also closely involved with the establishment ofthe Willandra Lakes World Heritage 
Area and at the time of bis retirement as Western Lands Commissioner was chairman of the 
Scientific Consultative Committee co-ordinating the activities of several organisations and 
government agencies with responsibilities and interests in the World Heritage Area. As a 
consequence of bis training and work experience, including a period in charge of coastal dune 
stabilísation, he has a sound knowledge of the requirements of nature conservation in a wide 
range of environments. 
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:t impads cattle gr~ziog in t.he Alpine Natfoual Park 

'V.L'""'''" of grazing in the Alpine National Park enviromnent it 
ui;:1:.;:i;::::i:,::;a1v to consider the supposedly effects, how these might hut 

be11er1c1:2u effects" This to deal with 

THE ADVERSE EFFECTS 

L 

There is no doubt that cattle grazing developed a bad name as a cause the high 

country. But due weight needs to be given to the circumstances. is not familiar ·~vith 

how serious been the Victorian country, but knows in the 

Kosciusko National Park very well, having spent six in the 1960s adlninistering the 

summit area reclarnation program carried out by the Soil Conservation Service . on the 

main range north-easterly of ľvH Kosciusko and supervising a number of of "'"'"'"' "'"' 

probiems the surrounding areas. The above reclamation have been described by 
Clothier and Condon (1968a). 

There is extensive of slopes around the summits of Carrnthers Peak: Mt 

Twynam in areas genernlly above 6500 ft (2,070 m) At this level, conditions in respect offrost

heave, which creates continuing erosion on bare soils when not covered by snow, and 1vvind, 

are extreme. Bryant (1971) can:ied out a detailed survey of geology, soils, vegetation and 

erosion, based on aerial photos and detailed ground inspections, of the Upper Snowy Catchment 

above Guthega Dam. This survey recorded 59.7 % ofthe 8,115 ha catchment area as nil 

vvith a fruiher 28. 7 % as slight erosion, with up to 25 % of areas so affected as bare 

and eroding as sheet erosion. Only 3 .4 % of the area was recorded as suff ering from moderate 

sheet erosion and 0.9 with gullying, areas affected in these ways amounting to a total 

400 

By comparison, the area occupied snow patches (in which snowdrifts persisted for most 

the spring-summer-autumn) amounted to 2.85 %(265 ha), this representing more than halfthe 

area affected by severe sheet erosion and gullying. Bryant rep01ied that gullying appeared to be 

confined to thTee situatíons :--

-- tracks (bridle and walking), 

~- in and around damaged snowpatch areas, 

-- a fom1er stock camping reserve, 

while incipient guHying is present in severeiy sheet eroded areas. 



1Much more severe erosion can be a TraveUing and 

Camping near summit of Travelling 

Stock H.outes. It is weH that the high country and Victoria 

provided relief grazing for of and cattle Riverina and northern Victoria 

1888 drought, and especially the 1895~1903 drought, and other droughts through 

first half of the 20th century. 

In these circumstances, it needs to be asked -- do we ~i;raz1ng animais, or two~ 

legged animals responsible for permitting such heavy grazing, a stock :mute along the 

ridge of the main range north-easterly of Mt Kosciusko, a camping reserve on one of the 

highest peaks at around 7,000 feet (21 in an area subject to such climatic extremes. It 

must also be asked how the erosion damage descrihed above will cmnpare with that which 

occur as a result of the baring of the soil over huge areas of montane forest and subalpine 

grassland and woodland by catastrophic over the summer of 2002-03 -- a situation 

which two-legged animals are also largely responsible. 

It will be appreciated that whether cattle create an erosion problem will depend on numbers per 

unit area and the related grazing and trampling effects, and the severity of the agents. 

The sub-alpine country the catchment ofthe Gungarlin River on the eastern boundary of 

the Kosciusko National Park, and at elevations ranging from 5,000 feet (1,520m) to 6 01000 feet 

(1 had been grazed each summer for over 130 years when inspected iu nmch detail in 

the 1980s. This country would also have been subjected to the drought-induced heavy grazing 

of earlier times, Observations in this area at that time showed plenty of evidence of past eros.ion 

in gullied streamlets, but these are now stabilised with herb, snowgrass bog species on tlie 

sloping shoulders with the brooklets running clear. It was obvious that former severe erosion ín 

this area has been able to stabilise itself a regime of sensible cattle (and sometimes sheep) 

grazi:ng. 

only active erosion observed over several days in three inspections of this country was that 

due to wo:mbat holes on short steep convex slopes Ieading down to small streamlets, In these 

areas the wombats keep areas in excess of 1,000 square metres bare by their constant actívity on 

the bare and eroding surfäces. 

This experience has shown that cattle, in sensible nu:mbers, can graze sub-alpine grassland and 
woodland without creating even minor erosion problems, and been able to stabilise the erosion 
from earlier, less circumspect, times. As wiH be shown in a later section, cattle grazing can aiso 
be used to improve conservation values by encouraging alpine flowers and discouraging shmb 
invasion of grassland areas. 



In the Victorian high country, cattle numbers on the Bogong High Plains have reduced 
over time from 18,000 in period pre-World \Var II, to 10,000 in period, and 
from about 1977, to 4,000, the latter a vohmta:ry reduction by the cattlemen in their concern that 
perhaps the researchers were right after all, and that cattle gmzing was having adverse effects on 
conservation values. The continuing expansion of areas infusted in areas :from which 
cattle have been withdrawn and on areas now lightly used on the Bogong High Plains, suggests 
that present cattle numbers are too low, and need to be increased to prevent more areas of alpine 
grassland from being invaded by shrnbs. This has happened over substantial areas of furmer 
grassland in the Kosciusko National Park, effectively destroying the such for 
passive recreation. 

One wonders what the situation might have been if there had been inteHigent management of 
cattle and sheep grazing on the high peaks ofthe Main Range in earlier times. Towards the end 
of this submission is an account of public lands under snow during the winter in the USA, 
have been managed by the Bureau of Land Management summer grazing 

Conservation Values 

In the expectation that the Victorian National Parks Association will be making a submission to 
the Task Force, this submission takes the opportunity to put forward some contrary views. ln 
the past, the case for the Victorian Natíonal Parks Association has been set out in a paper by 
Barnett ( 1987) on The E.ffects of Alpine Grazing on Conservation Values -- the research behind 

debate, this paper being published under the auspices of the Victorian National Parks 
Association. 

It is proposed to consider each of these items (and sorne others) in tum to see what traditional 
cattlemens' wisdom, the research to that time, and the presence and absence of grazing have 
shown. 

(a) Damage to .sphagnum bogs 

Early researchers in the high country were quick to blame cattle as responsible for breaking up 
the sphagnum mossbeds so that the small streamlets, which previously 1.vent over and filtered 
through them, broke through, serving to drain thern and lower the water table so that 
sphagnum and other bog species were gradually replaced by matted snowgrass. It was also 
claimed that this drainage aiso had adverse effects on the water-holding capacity of the bogs 
and, hence, on catchment efficiency in respect of hydro-electric water storages. 

The cattlemen were puzzled by this, having known that cattle tend to avoid bog areas ( other 
than to drink from the edges) always picking the narrowest point to cross a stream rather than 
struggling through a bog area. Research by van Rees and Hutson (1983) and van Rees (1984) 
found that cattle spent on1y 5 % of their time in bog sites, these occupying 1 O % of the sub
alpine landscape .. Thls included grazing on their way through a bog area, but only a small 
proportion entered a moss-bed to graze rather than to drink. 
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has spent several 
detaiied field inspection in 

100 sq. metres. 
d·h·'""'"1"'"' open a.queduct, this 

nn·o···~~ snowmeit and 

country, t\vo 
Nmvhere did he see erosion 

a snow across an 
fiowed 

over lower 
the breaching 

is "'n·1..,~"'""'r''th1 a common occurrence. 

~,,u •. „„„.< site, bushwalkers approaching a nearby hut, concerrtrating on only one of a pair 
but tracks, had •.. a.•crn„-u which, in would become a 

guHy unless steps were taken to back on.to cover at 
frequent inte:rvals. 

(ď ' } Changes vegetation structure. 

This refe.rs to changes over much ofthe high cmmtry, both NSW and in 1,-vhich 
grassland is being invaded, on a large scah~, by shrubs, forming a 

~-~--~L._.,.._ proportions grasslands. It also refers to the removal of alpine flowers 
sutmosea to happen under grazing. 

111 respect shrub invasion, researchers and in Victoria point to where has happened 
areas. This has certainly happened on the Bogong Plains since cattle numbers 

uu•"'H"-''u.i 1 reduced in the late l 970s. Is this because of the continued grazi."'lg, or hecause 
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area drastically recmceci. cun"ent grazing 
„,„~u~i·„u~ to prevent the heath 

areas which grazing since 1 
areas in the area in area of Kh:mdra 
comprising what is known locally as Long Plain, are being invaded by heath, areas aflected 
ranging from ofthe landscape in the area and 30-40%) latter. Thi::se 

by the late 1980s. It can that pruportions 

In these areas, and especially the Jagungal area, been to adversely affect the 
of the area bushwalking and fishing, access for through areas 

now largely confined to the fon:ner vehide tracks. Thls country once been hlgh1y rngarded 
for bushwalking, giving expansive views of rolling dovvns and rugged mountaíns, and providing 
easy access to the plentiful streams for trout-fishing. Walkers have abandoned the Jagu:ngal 
area for the adjoíning freehold sub-alpine summer grazing country where it is possíble to find an 
easy to pitch a tent beside a stream and have a safe campfire -- and 
1Nildflowers in profosion (see below). 

The Jagungal area vvas once for cross-country skiing, but in the heavy heath cover 
becomes largely impossible. the Victorian sld fieids it has necessary to slash 

heath in order to provide good skiing. 

For authorities who insist that fire creates bare space which becomes 
occupied by shmbs, the freehold sub-alpine summer grazing country adjoining the eastem síde 
of the National Park has some lessons. The occupiers have been able to use 
mild fire the late autumn to dean up the heather moving down out ofthe snowgum woodland 
on the highe:r knoUs. The bare spaces so are quickly reoccupied by snowgrass along 

plentiful wildflowers. in the foHowing spring. This is happening in areas being grazed by 
every summer. The graziers keep the fire out of areas where there is an understorey of 

heavy shrub knowing that the hot fire in such an environment will kill the mature snow 
gum trees and encourage a dense forest of snowgum saplings which, in turn, are easily killed by 
fire as foel builds up on the floor. The dense sapling creates an environment unsuitable 
for animals other than some birds and invertebrates. 

In the same area, comprising the catchment of the Gungarlin River before it joins the Snowy 
above Jindabyne Dam, the summer graziers have been abie to encourage wildfloweľs at 

crop density by the simple expedient of defening their grnzing to begin in January rather than 
November of each summer. Although a proportion of the wildflowers wíll be consmned, 
enough will be left to provide a good seeding every year, with some of the seed being passed 
through the animals' digestive systems, perhaps to promote germination. lt is easy to encourage 
such an approach to grazing where there are fences to control stocking -- and easy for the holder 
to arrange late grazings altemately each year to keep the wildflowers coming. A little bit of 
serious thinking may be able to devise a similar approach for the Victoria sub-alpine grazing 
(and non-grazing} country to improve the floral displays. 



can in can he judged 
eady 1980s action to resume some 
country a.mund a paddock Davies the 

vvonderful display wildflowers thereon„ holder managed to get them. to agree to an 
exchange a simHar area from but adjoining his 
was happy to to because of total absem~e of Within a few 
wildflower display in the Davies Hut paddock was weakening in the absence of the """'·'"-•~UF, 

whlle the flowers in area taken out of the was then vvith wildflowers„ 
secret in encouraging wildflowers vvas deferdng grazing to 

Hut paddock, \'iith the grazing, the s11mvg,11·ass was 

This up for consideration another change in the stmcture of vegetation which \Vas 
happening in the K.NP grass1ands and in grasslands in the high when 
areas were inspected in the late 1980s, not as a result of grazing, because a lack 

F'.'"""'"'-'"'· In the scrnb-free areas in Jagungal and Plain areas of the KNP, after 23 
freedorn from grazing following 1965 across the Long 

in areas unbumt but not grazed since 1958, the snowgrass in valley bottom areas was densely 
packed and mostly dead and dying , so that by January of each year, green flags of <' .... '"'n'"'"'''"' 

represented much less than one per cent of the plant mass. On the nearby slopes, the snowgrass 
was in a condition but not so dense, with a more and a veľy 
scattering of wildflowers, 

The has seen the same condition on the research piots on the Nunniong Plateau 
Victoria, with the vegetation in the half aquare chain (2,000 square metres) 
dominated by mosdy dead snowgrass, the area outside the plot fresh and green, and with 

alpíne flowers present, by cattle grazing 

There are several things wrong with this scenario of supposedly near-pristine wildemess in the 
Kosciusko National Park:--

The dense mostly dead snmvgrass provídes an easy t-1.rget for lightning strike ignitions 
-- as does the enormous buiid-up of foel in forested areas as a consequence total lack 

of prescribed fire (and prescribed grazing) for the last 40 years or so. 

(ii) In the absence of mild :fire or grazing 1s very recycling of nutrients. 

(iii) the dense dead snowgrass becomes an ecological desert in te:rms of plant life and animal 
with minimum biodiversity -- except for arrts. The habitat oflr~garoos and wombats 

is confined to the limited "oases" offertility of a hectare or so surrounding the former 
homesteads and stockmen's huts which the native animals are able to keep permanently 
green. There is nothing for them in the dense snowgrass or heath beyond these areas. 

(iv) In the areas being invaded by heath, the snowgrass and the herbaceous plants are also 
being pushed out by competition for moisture, light and nutrients -- again a serious loss 
ofbiodiversity in which the lesser plant species (more likely to be rare or endangered) 
are likely to disappear. 

11 



and 

in preceding has shown that, sub-alpine areas adjoining the 
National Park1 areas subject to conthmed sumrner grazing by cattle over the last 150 

have no problems with loss of species and diversity. There is sucha problem areas 
grazed by sheep, fhese areas being kept and green through the summer, but the alpine 
flowers have been replaced by clover. However, in sheep grazing it may be possible 
to encourage alpj.ne flowers by managed grazing. In the Davies Hut area discussed 
preceding section, the dover had gone out ofthe plant comnmnit>; when the use of 
superphosphate fo1tiliser was discontinued in years preceding the Park takeover. 

(f) Reduction alpíne jfowers 

the material in section ( d) above shown that cattle grazing doesn't necessarily result 
in reduction of alpíne ffo'vvers. It has also been sho-vvn grazing can be managed to emmre a 

alpíne 

the other hand, long-term lack of grazing has resulted a serious lack alpine flowers in 
the subalpine grassland areas of the Kosciusko Nationa] Park 

In developing this submission, the wTiter has had access to scores of coloured photos, and 
captions, taken during the 1980s visits to the Kosciusko National Park and 

adjoining freehold summer grazing areas and the Bogong High Plains in Victoria. 
photographs illustrate very clearly the many points made above, and below, about what ís 
happening in these areas. 

The above review of the effects of cattle grazing in promoting conservation values suggests the 
need a serious re-think on the place of cattle the Alpine National Park That re-think. 
should extend to approaches to the management of cattle grazing to encomage its use as a 
managernent tooI, especially in areas from which grazing has been withdrawn.-- how they can be 
used to promote biodiversity, how they can be used to encourage alpine flowers, how they can 
be used, perhaps vvith carefol use of fire, to reclaim areas of former grassland presently being 
taken over by heath. The continuing spread of heath in the Bogong High Plains is indicatíve 
that the cattle numbers are too low. 

The would best start on areas of sub-alpine grassland and heath that may have been 
severely damaged in the widespread and catastrophic fires in the sumrner of 2002-03 and be at 
risk of serious erosion -- with a view to managing their recovery. This should extend to 
thoughts about the use of cattle in areas from which they have been excluded for many years, 
especially as a means of encouraging recovery of areas so severely damaged that they become 
an erosion risk. While their is stíll soil on such areas, and before they regress to an erosion 
pavement dominated by stones, the simplest way of regenerating plant life is to drive a herd of 
cattle over and through such areas when the soil is suitably wet after rain -- followed by seeding 
with snowgrass and other suitable native species. Clover species and superphosphate and 
perhaps other fe1iilisers can be used to build up fertility and maintain fertílity at a high level 
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returning to 

tonnes ha. 

ó'>l\ľ;<OWdlrť'n'<'~rn~ SeJleSCf:]ll snowgrass is to use 
be extinguished by the of 

and the subsequent morning frost.".>. would resuming the practices 
they visited high country for feasting on the moths 

Btu:ning the patches of senescent this way wiH in nmcrn;s 
growth in snowgrass sward in the following spring -~ to attract native wildlife 
provide for plant species other than snowgrass to become es:tabiished -- thus promoting 
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burning h1 this 1s 

1:mmrne1rrts throughout and kept 
this means a]so. were able: to minirnise the areas which 
catastrophic 

It is aJso appropriate to the ex1oer1erlce 
sub-alpine grassland areas ofthe Kosciusko National Padc 

fires country than in trn~es1ted 
Park -i,:vas made much because the fhldy 

been able to the much snowgrass grassland a green 
the fires down to enable fire fighters to bring them under control :more easily.. 
consequence some 200,000 ha of sub-alpine grassland, vaUey bog and \i\l'oodland was 
saved from those fires ,_ but waiting for next su:mmertime infomo, unless the brmnbies are 
allowed to maintain approach to snowgrass grassland management, hopefully assisted by 
by the authority using mild fire in the late autumn on the slopes adjoiníng vaUey bogs 
to minimize the enormous risk to the latter from any fire. 

is al.so a place for cattle grazing in forest areas as a means providing some protection 
from wildfires. Cattle are able to use vaUey areas and gentle siopes -- to keep the grasses on the 
forest floor invigorated, to utilise the shrnbby understorey to reduce the volume of such :fire 
hazard, and to habitat for native wildlife. 

A ofhard-won experience wisdom. 

In their to appease the conservation movement, govemments throughout Australia 
and their agencies have chosen to neglect the pool ofknowledge and experience of hígh 
country environments. Cattlemen in the high country spend a lot of time looking at the scenery 
is part of their existence, taking the opportunity to observe ';vhat is happening in and to the 
environment, and thinking about what is happening, and how and why it is happening. They may 
not know by their scientific names hut they do know where they into the local 

'D1ey have had plenty of time to observe what ís happening in the long tenn, 
more so than the researcher or of:ficial whose presence is often relatively fleeting, his 
knowledge based largely on what he has learnt from others, this often negatively slanted. 

Having spent time with cattlemen of long experience in the Victorian high country, the writer is 
\veU able to understand the frustration and exasperation when they see the results of research 
from which the conclusions do not match their own knowledge and decisions, and which they 

will be adverse to the environment. 

Ifthe researchers had made some effo1i to utilise the cattlemen's knowledge in the design 
their research projects and in the conclusions dra\'m from their research; the research findings 
rnight have been closer to the mark 

This submission will be suggesting that Alpine National Park management, and other national 
park managements, need to be able to absorb and utilise the experience and knowledge of those 
who have lived and worked in close association with the environment. 



This subtnission proposing a new parts 
., u.~~.,~ National Park from which grazing has been ""'''"'···,„.., .• """ 

grazing mild firn as management tools 
co~operation of cattlemen providing, and cattle for management purposes. 
HopefuUy it wm lead to co-operation members of the community the management 

areas. 

The nature research 

nmde the paragraph above also begs 
,_.u„,.u,,.,.„ do not match the reality of what is happening 

question as to 
these en1vn'<)ru:ne11t'j. 

E:nvironmental research is ahvavs difficult that, no matter ho-\-v :!.!:Ood the and 
.! ~ .t;;;.I 

thorough the design and it can never hope to cope with the multitude of influences 
can impact on the environment. Tllis creates problems \Vhen it comes to the 

results -- because the researcher can only discuss results in relation to the treatments 
imposed. will have difficulty (not necessarily acknowiedged) in trying to separate out the 
effects of those int1uences which he hasn't had under control, and which may not have 
happened during the currency 

LI'""'"''~''"'' of factors, treatments to be limited in size and tíme. The latter fäctor 
becomes aH important in study of the environment, particularly because climatic events, 
which are a major influence on what happens in to an environment, take a long 
time to come around. Climatic factors pmbably have a greater influence than any other in sub
alpine and alpine regions but the researcher has little or no control over them and can only make 
educated guesses at their likely effects. He also needs to make an educated guess at likely 

effect of aspects of the climate that didn't happen during the currency of his research. 

It ís the extremes of climate which have the major influence on the environment and which are 
the most responsible for the changes which are part and parcel of nature. drought, 
extreme winds, extreme cold and extreme heat, as in a bushfire (which is basicaUy a climatic 

create more perturbations to the environment than cattle grnzing . 

The attempts of some researchers to prove the supposedly adverse effects of cattle grazing 
have been outstanding in amateurish design and childish attempts to simulate effects of 
cattle grazing. One piece of research ( quoted by Barnett op. cit.) ti.sed a range of treatments on 
one-metre-square plots to study the effects of bare space in the snowgrass in promoting shrub 
establishment. In some plots, snowgrass plants were pulled out of the ground to simulate the 
effect of cattle grazing in creating bare space.. The effect, of comse, would be to provide 
enough disturbance, and space, and reduced competition from remaining snowgrass stand, to 
encourage the bountiful seed store in the surface few centimetres soil to germinate -- with 
species suited to the timing ofthe following rainfall. In a heath/g:rassland comnmnity, it can be 
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expected that some seed store would of heath species. If cattle grazing is having such 
adverse eff ects, it is amazing that 
grazed landscapes without having to simuiate ít 

not find examples of such damage 
a stand good snowgrass, 

The same researchers attempted to simulate damage caused by the swift moth in killing 
snowgrass -„ clipping the snowgrass at ground level over the one-metre-square plot and 

holding the clipped material down with mesh to prevent the '7!1ind from blowing it away. 
Not surplisingly there was a good response from the culms ofthe clipped snowgrass, sprouting 
through the clippings. Perhaps they didn't know that when swift moth; or case moth, kílls 
snowgrass it kills everything, roots and In the absence of cattle grazing, snowgrass is able to 
re-colonise small areas of swift moth damage, ofhaJJ a metre or so diameter, moving in, 
very slowly, by vegetative means from the edges ofthe surrounding snow t,Yľass. In large areas, 
up to 20 metres in diameter or more, re-colonisation of moth-kílled areas is slow, as 
years, with very scattered herbs, and occasiona] shrub and an occasional snowgrass plant The 
writer would expect that a bit of disturbance cattle hooves to break up the tightly packed 
snowgrass hay would provide spots for seed to lodge and germinate and, ín doing so, to serve a 
useful purpose in reclarnation, even if it is by shrubs. 

is ah;o questíon of truth in research, this aspect being explored in a series of papers to 
the Austra1ian New Zealand Association for the Advancement ofScience (ANZAAS) held 
in Tovv:nsville August, 1987 and following íssues of the Association's Search , 
these providing some uncomplimentary views about scientists. Caton in the September
Octoher 1987 issue of Search, amongst several less than complimentary quotations from 
eminent scientists, quotes astronomer Sir Federick Hoyle's statement that" Pressures are so great 
towards orthodoxy that it mnvise for a young scientist to report an observation or an experiment 
should it happen to favour a declared heresy." Caton further reports that the growth ofthe 
sciences since 1945 has been accompaníed by an enormous increase in the institutional power 
exercised. The writer is well aware of the influence of institutional power in alpíne ecological 
research. 
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CONTINllE CA.TTU: GRAZING 11N nu: PRESENTLY GRAZim ··"'"""""'""'' 

EUľ TO !NCREASE THE NllM.BKR.S OF CAT1'l,Ji;, 

CONTlNUF. GRAZlNG ON A.REAS PRESENTLY SO BUT TO INCREASfil'. J\'Ul\'lBERS ON 

AREAS BEING OVER'ľ AK.EN BY lNCUJDING THE USE OF PID~SCRJllEU FI.RE AND 

„~ TO Rii'.STORE CA'ITJLE GRAZING AND THE USE OF J•RESCRIBED FI.RE TO MUCH OF THE 

COUNTRY FROM wmcu: CATTLE GRAZ,ING H.AS BEEN \\'lTHDRA WN. 

",_ ••..•. v.-.. is to undertake positive management Nationa! 
"'"'·"""·'-A"'"''"• p;,u"""'"'""'"' and as to maintain values. 

have a 
aUotment holder. 

ma1.na:ge1ne1:11 plan would be based on an photograph of the 
as au overlay or of the airphoto 
and aspect as geology and 

would provide a management for unit identi:fied 
the plan. rnanagement prescription would cover such matters as grazing strategies 
(inciuding non-grazing appropriate) , needs in respect of prescribed fire other thlngs that 
wiU become obvious to the rangeland aHotment holder working together the 

exchanging ideas ba<;ed on their respective knowledge and aiming for 
outcomes for each land unit and for the allotment as a whole .. 

iv1;1m1ge:mí~m plam: of thls nature are becomíng part of the scene in farming and areas 
Wales situations where landholders are seeking permission to vegetatfon, or 

offoring, to National authorities, a conservation area aimed at conserving a 
landscape. 

It is envisaged that adoption of this approach would be a gradual process, with 
appropľiately qualified rangeland scientists appointed, their undertaken by the 
management For examples iftwo such of:ficers are appointed initially, each 

three or four grazing allotments in the first season, selected over winter period 
the rnanagement committee tenders called for allotme11t holders. This process 
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would to 
rangeland s1:::ientist to work up the management 
management before the season commences. 

In subsequent seasons the rnngeland "'"'·""·"-'"""'"'"' 
three or fom but 

field with a 
the 

It is presumed that the standard post and wire fencing would not be permitted subalpine;~ 

grazing lands might be by cross-country skiers and passive recreationists. However, 
consideration could be fäncíng by batteries and/or solar power, 
replacement batteries week or so the allotment Such fänces 
not be used to place a fence around the boundaries of an aHotment, but used to confine cattle to 
certain areas or to keep them away from certaín areas at certain times etc. At the end of the 
grazing season the, normally, single-wire fences can roHed up and stored for 

It will be apprei:.~iated that the above proposal is merely a sketchy outline ofhow .,,,.,..," . ..,,.,,,,, 
management might be introduced into the mountain grazing lands. But it provides a basis fo:r 
someone to start thinking about positive management and its long-term benefits to the high 
country environment. Land management in this situation, where the State has control 
]and, needs to a co-operative effort between the administration and the land usent 

It is appropriate, in this context, to make mention of the approaches by Bureau of 
Land in the USA in the management of public grazing lands in desert areas 
covered by snow during the vvinter. Before grazing season commences, the BLIV1 
rangeiand scientists are out in the fie1d surveying the current scene and setting out the numbers 
of stock which may be permitted on each grazing range, having in mind the basic carrying 
capacity of the vegetation resomce, the amount precipitation received over the winter months 
and early spring, and other factors. 

The a11imal m1mbers may also be time limited in terms of total annua1 grazing days of feed 
available without over-using the resource. Basic carrying capacíty in terms of stock numbers per 
ha for a certain time can be converted to animal grazing days for particular periods and varied in 
accordance with the current seasonal conditions, and numbers and grazing tíme varied to meet 
particuiar needs. The BLM officers also carry out inspections during the grazing season to 
ensure that the resource is not being over-used, the officers also having the power to order a 
reduction in numbers or grazing time 
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m. THE Ll\llPJACA'TIONS FOR TUE COST OF HJ1·u·u·.o.'--"'"'·''Jl!..OU~' 
FOR THE ALPINE NA'ľIONAL PARK 

SERVICES 

proposal forward in the some costs ".<o\1hich 
be summarised as follows :-~ 

(i) salaries and travelling expenses of two or more rangeland scientists to work with 
allotment holders, plus associated expenses, 

(ii) Travelling expenses and appropriate payments to 
management committee, 

(ii) The costs of tíme and expenses for the two rm:1noe1·s of the management 
committee fi.·om the Park authority, 

"'""'"""'.u'" these must be considered 
management regime. 

benefits flowing from the intmduction of a positive 

Putting cattlemen cattle and horses back into areas from which they have been 
withdrawn will place a resource of people with Iand-based knowledge and management 
expertise, these working in co-operation the Park authority rather than against with 
some degree of :frustration. These people \V:ill provide a knowledgeable resource for 
fighting (hopefully not necessary), for search and rescue, for reporting on conditions and 
developments, on "Weed problems, and on what is happening with wildlife and feral animals. 
It would be reasonable to have allotment holders report on a monthly basis while are 
using their allotments, this through their co-operating rangeland scientist. These 
would be free of cost to the Park management. 

The most important benefit from the co-operation between the rangeland scientist 
allotment holders would be an explosion in the knowledge available on the ecology 
region, and the application of that knowledge to the management of the area towards 
maximising conservation values. 1bis newfound knowledge would supersede the research-based 
knowledge wbich, as has been shown, is obviously not aiways a reliable basis on which to 
make management decisions. 

i\n import.ant objective ofthe positive approach to Park management would be to work towards 
improving the biodiversity of the plarrt communities, upon which the faunal communities 
depend for biodiversity. Most important in this respect would be the occasional use of 
mild fire to discourage senescence in both grasslands and heathlands. 111e use of mild fire as a 
management tool also develops a pool ofknowledge about fire behaviour in various situations 
and its effects on various plant communities. 

The availability of such knowledge would hopefully lead to broader plans for the use of 
prescribed fire as a management tool. The transfer of so much fuel from the forest floors in the 
high country into the atmosphere and local streams by the 2002-03 fires has provided the 
opportunity for positive management of fuel loads for the future. The nature of fire behaviour in 
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areas is this to he 
into practice to and 2002-03 conflagrations. 

fo areas for wiH be an opportunity to keep certain areas 
a regirne free of grazing and/or prescribed fire so that what happens in such situations can 

recorded added to knowledge base. will also for 
using prescribed fire in such areas for developing habitat for wildlife, particularly four-legged 
creattrres tend to find their habitats increasingly in grassla:nd, heath, woodland 
and forest areas under a non~management regime. 

types of benefits, of course, cannot fiscal terms. 

The objective introducing prescribed fire and prescribed gwzing into the sub-alpine 
grasslands and woodlands and montane forest isto prevent a recunence ofthe fires of 2002-03, 
and their costs in fire-fighting which would run into millions of dollars on each occasion that a 
major effort is needed. It appears that this cost was to a large extent avoided the 2002-03 fires 
on the NSW side ofthe border by allowing the fires to bum vvith minimal atternpt at control, 
but at enormous cost to the enviromnent and to the 1,000 or so citizens in Canberra who had 
their homes destroyed. 

Consider also the cost of greelhliouse gases transferred to the atmosphere at a tíme \Vhen the 
nation is striving to reduce such emissions from industrial, commercial and residential sources. 
Consider also the cost of ash and sediment transfoITed to streams and storages. Against 
these horrific but Iargely urm1easurable costs as a direct result of non-management of the 
enviromnent, the costs of introducing positive management into natural areas would be 
miníscule. 
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